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Research Question

What is the degree of likelihood that a mass transit agency’s decisions and actions toward climate resilience will lead to the opposite effect?

- How, where and when are agency resources distributed while responding to environmental change conditions in the present and planning and investing for the future?
- Under what conditions are agency responses to environmental change conditions most (in)effective?
- What agency considerations are given to other institutions and service populations toward its response ideas and strategies?
- How do agency officials perceive environmental change conditions across urban space?
- What do agency officials want and believe they need to adapt to climate change? What is the availability of their resource demands?

Why study urban mass transit adaptation to climate change?

- Mass transit provides access and mobility lifeline means that support the social and economic well-being of people and places (Niedzielski and Malecki 2012).
- Mass transit service operations and infrastructure investments over urban space are constitutive of differential physical, temporal, economic and social compositions in cities and their close-in suburbs.
- Climate, weather, population, natural and built environment conditions for coastal and inland places have changed over time and place and continue to do so.
- Because capital and human resources mobilized, prioritized and distributed by mass transit stewards are not automatically, institutionally and systematically adjustable, scalable or sustainable across disparate geographies environmental change response outcomes are uneven.
- Adaptive capacities are disproportionately uneven among people and places that rely on mass transit resources due to demographic, economic, and geographic circumstances.
- Combined environmental change conditions and steward responses produce ambiguous, uncertain and variable resilience and vulnerable outcomes for mass transit systems, infrastructure, modes, people and places.

Case Study: Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority

Hurricane Irene, August 21 – 28, 2011

The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) manages a multi-modal "legacy" transit system, including bus, commuter rail, subway, trolley, hi-speed rail, and ADA and shared-ride vehicles that provide service to central city and suburban populations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware. In addition to community and place-based differences, SEPTA must account for infrastructure obsolescence, incompatibility issues between new and old equipment that impede recovery, and power supply issues when mitigating severe weather risks and impacts and adapting “hard” and “soft” assets to climate change trends.

Semi-structured interviews were used as the primary data collection method. Interviews produce data that allow for an analysis of patterns of thought, actions and actual and potential outcomes (Dunn 2005). Pre-determined questions were designed to elicit interviewee’s responses on issues dealing with severe weather risk and impact mitigation and climate change adaptation.

Findings

Executive-level male (6) and female (2) officials representing SEPTA participated in semi-structured interviews between July 2011 and February 2012. They represented the agency’s Office of the General Manager, Control Center Operations, Finance and Planning, and Engineering, Maintenance and Construction. The likelihood the agency’s decisions and actions toward climate resilience will lead to vulnerable outcomes is principally based on the degree to which these and other policy, planning, operations, and investment decision-makers bank on the presence, integrity and sustainability of:

- Shared circumstances, management philosophies, management practices, and technologies across the agency;
- Shared mobilities with similarly situated institutions, political jurisdictions, and service populations;
- Shared infrastructure and system interdependencies;
- Shared investment priorities and commitments of public/private institutions; and
- The enduring belief that mobilizing, prioritizing and distributing resources toward protecting and developing the agency’s capital interests leads to widespread vulnerability reduction, resilience and adaptation.
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